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Western Australian
wooded vegetation are
highly fire prone.
Severe wildfires occur
each year that threaten
life, property and
ecological values.
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The key to reducing the fire hazard is prescribed fire: low
intensity, slow moving fires that create a mosaic of burnt
and unburnt forest/woodland areas.
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Spring & Autumn Burn Periods compared with Soil Dryness Index

Normal Autumn
Burn Season
Normal Spring
Burn Season

Normal Synoptic Situation for Safe and Effective
Prescribed Burning in South West forests
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Prescribed burns under stable atmospheric conditions/
inversion that can trap smoke in residential areas,
highways, airports and vineyards

Need for Accurate Smoke
Forecasts
 Maximise opportunity for prescribed burning with
minimal smoke impacts on society.
 Reduce risk to safety of traffic, and respiratory
health of community.
 Maintain public and political support for prescribed
burning and the Land Management Agency.
 Ensure NEPM Air Quality Standards are met.
 Minimise unnecessary impacts on grapes and other
agricultural products.
 Maintain good neighbour relations with local
communities and main population centres.
 Keep the Department out of the court on smoke
related claims.
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Accurate Smoke Forecast
Requirements
 Accurate fire behaviour and simulation
models.
 Accurate high resolution weather forecast
models that allow for subtle changes in
wind due to terrain, sea and land breezes
etc.
 Good understanding by Fire Managers of
basis for weather and smoke forecasts
 Good understanding of Weather Forecasters
on fire management needs and constraints

Accurate Smoke Forecast
Requirements
 Smoke Model that is flexible enough to
incorporate:
 Different emission rates from different fuel
types;
 Changes in emissions over time;
 Different smoke plume levels (mixing layer);
 Variable time frames, upto 4 days ahead;
 Pre-burn smoke conditions;
 Accurate particle concentration levels within
plume and over time
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Need for Ongoing Research and Development to
Achieve Effective Smoke Management
 Better Fire Behaviour Prediction Models
 Better smoke trajectory and fire weather models
 Better smoke emission models for different fuel
types and different fire behaviour situations
 Knowledge on relationship between smoke
emissions (duration, concentration) and Wine
Grape development and Wine quality.
 Better understanding on relationships between
smoke emissions and exposure, dosage and health
effects on fire fighters and general public.

Main Factors Affecting
Smoke Haze Incidence
 Atmospheric stability (temperature
inversion)
 Synoptic situation
 Total area burnt in a day
 Burn concentration (dispersal)
 Wind direction (< 1000 M)
 Scheduling of burns and burn
duration
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Smoke Management Decision
Processes
 Pre-conditions Factors
 Presence/absence of smoke “in the system”
(previous burns/wildfires)
 Burns started that will require follow-up
lighting
 Burn security (ie: risks of escape)
 Political sensitivity
 Commitment to wildfires, burn mop-up and
patrol
 Availability of resources
 Burn prescription matches forecast weather,
fuel moisture etc.
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Smoke Management Decision
Processes
 Synoptic Analysis
 Weather pattern (4 day outlook)
 Trough information/structure/likely
movement
 Future weather conditions that lead to
smoke accumulation

Smoke Management Decision
Processes
 Burn Proposed










Location with regard to Perth/other residential areas
Size of burns
Concentrations of burns
Type of burns (eg: slash, hazard reduction, etc)
Time taken to ignite and burn-out time (risk of
smouldering)
Extent to proportion of areas already burnt
Risk of burn delay to safety
Importance of burn to community safety
Will burning require follow-up lighting in current
period
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Smoke/Weather Decision Model
Swan Region (<100km South of Perth)
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Prescribed Burning
Scheme 8 – Smoke Management
Pre-conditions

Consider:
• Existing smoke
• Burn and wildfire
commitments
• Burn security
• Follow-up
lightings
• Resource
availability

Synoptic Situation

Consider:
• Long range
forecasts
• Trough formation
• Smoke
accumulation
conditions tonight
and tomorrow

Tools used in smoke management decisions include:
• Field observations by District staff
• Spotter aircraft flights used for fire detection
• Satellite imagery (LandSat, Modis)
• On-going smoke weather and smoke modelling by
Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) forecasters
• Morning and afternoon teleconference discussions by
CALM fire coordinator
• Liaison with the Fire and Emergency Service
Authority (FESA) on private property burns
approved by local authority ‘fire control officers’
• Liaison with the Department of Environment (DoE)
on 24 hour air quality monitoring and standards

Burns Proposed

Weather on the day

Consider:
• Burn type, size and
fuel loading
• Lighting schedule
• Concentration/patt
ern of burns
• Burn duration
• Location relative
to Perth and other
smoke sensitive
sites

Consider:
• Smoke
trajectory
• Smoke dispersal
• ‘Temperature
inversion’ height
and intensity
• Wind speed and
altitude
• Overnight
conditions

Advice to ‘sensitive customers’ includes:
• Neighbours, local , regional advice and large scale
(eg. Perth) advices
• Key stakeholders such as the Asthma Foundation
• Official ‘Haze Alerts’ issued by BoM for
broadcast on news bulletins
• Other agencies such as FESA, DoE, BOM etc
• Interagency Media Protocols (CALM, FESA, DoE,
BOM

Decision to burn (Scheme 4, 5):
• Yes
• No
• Conditional (eg. reduce number of burns or overall area, undertake earlier or later on the day etc)
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